Sizing, economic, and reliability analysis of photovoltaics and energy storage for an off-grid power system in Jordan
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Abstract
Remote areas in Jordan often rely on expensive and polluting diesel generators to meet their electricity demand. This study investigates 100% renewable solutions to supply the electricity demand of off-grid energy systems through optimal sizing of photovoltaics and energy storage systems. A linear programming approach is proposed to minimise the annualised cost of electricity supply including capital costs of equipment and their operation and maintenance costs. The optimisation determines the size of photovoltaics and energy storage required to satisfy electricity demand at every hour of a selected year. A Jordan campsite was used as a case study to assess and compare the performance of PV‐battery storage and PV‐hydrogen storage systems from economic and reliability perspectives. The results show that hydrogen storage was more economical for a 100% renewable energy system. However, introducing some diesel generation gave the battery system a significantly lower annualised cost of energy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Diesel generators are the most common source of electricity generation in off-grid areas of Jordan. The inability to connect demands in remote areas to the main electricity network is due to several environmental and geographic challenges. One such challenge is the distance from the main electricity network to the remote demands, where the high capital cost of power line infrastructure is prohibitive. Another significant challenge is regulation limiting construction of new electricity infrastructure for reasons related to aesthetic and natural beauty. Thus far, these challenges have prevented electricity supply to remote demands that rely on expensive diesel generators.

Renewable generation technologies with energy storage are an alternative to existing, high cost diesel generators, with the potential to alleviate the cost of electricity for these remote areas. Many combinations of renewable generation and storage technologies have been proposed and discussed in literature. There is potential for integrated energy systems to play an important role in reducing the cost and greenhouse gas emissions from diesel generators in remote areas. A typical configuration uses a combination of renewable energy generation (wind, photovoltaics (PV), biomass), an energy storage system (battery, hydrogen storage), and small backup diesel generators. Jordan is blessed with an abundance of solar energy; Figure 1 shows the global horizontal irradiation map for Jordan, where the average annual sum has a range of 2100–2400 kWh/m² [1].

Several research studies address the conversion of conventional off-grid energy systems to reduce their environmental impact. A feasibility study for a hybrid energy system in a remote community in Bangladesh was presented in ref. [2]. The study considered five technologies: diesel generators, PV panels, wind turbines, battery energy storage and inverters. The study concluded it was practically impossible to achieve equality with grid prices. In ref. [3], a PV and diesel generator...
system was studied for rural areas of Bangladesh. The study revealed that an optimal PV, diesel generator and battery system does not reduce overall energy cost. However, such a combination decreases the dependency on diesel generation and hence, reduces greenhouse gas emissions. In ref. [4], a feasibility study was performed for hybrid energy systems in five rural communities in Sub-Saharan Africa. The proposed systems consisted of five technologies: diesel generators, PV panels, wind turbines, hydropower and battery storage. The study showed that hybrid energy systems with combinations of these technologies are adequate solutions for energy supply at those rural communities. These studies demonstrate the feasibility of off-grid energy systems with diesel generators but highlight the challenge of being cost competitive with grid. Additionally, they still assume some diesel generation with greenhouse gas emissions.

A study of rural electrification for a community in India was presented in ref. [5]. The combination of small hydro-power, PV panels, wind turbines, batteries, and a bio-diesel generator are compared to find an optimal off-grid electricity supply. The study compared the off-grid renewable energy system solution with a conventional grid extension. Conclusions of the study indicate the renewable energy solution can be a cost-effective alternative, with hydropower significantly reducing the cost and making the energy mix more attractive. Although this study achieves a cost competitive off-grid renewable energy system, without fossil fuel diesel generation, a significant contributor is hydropower. In Jordan, hydropower is not an option for decarbonising off-grid energy systems.

A hybrid energy system for an off-grid village in South Africa was studied in ref. [6]. Three scenarios were studied: a PV and battery storage system, a PV and diesel generator system, and a PV, battery and diesel generator system. The study showed that the first scenario (a PV and battery system) was the most reliable and cost-effective system. In ref. [7], a techno-economic study was carried out for an off-grid PV and battery system, for a remote area in Cameroon. The study indicated that with an optimal configuration, the demand can be satisfied for the entire year. However, a large PV array was necessary, which impacted the economics of the project. The design of an integrated energy system based on PV, battery and biomass was considering for a techno-economic and environmental study in ref. [8]. The study revealed that such a
design can be applied in any remote area of developing countries. These studies consider scenarios with 100% renewable off-grid energy systems. They identify the versatility and applicability of renewable energy systems but highlight challenges related to the high cost of energy and the large area required for PV arrays. Although these studies present positive results for off-grid renewable energy systems, they also highlight the challenges of presenting an attractive investment case and being cost competitive with conventional fossil fuel solutions. Additionally, these studies do not capture demand requirements and PV generation characteristic of the Jordanian off-grid tourist regions.

The work presented in ref. [9] investigated the performance of several algorithms to obtain the optimal size of an off-grid PV, biomass and battery system for a small remote village in Egypt. Among the algorithms was a modified quantum model of Runge Kutta algorithm which achieved the optimal solution for the proposed system. In ref. [10], a hybrid renewable energy system in Jordan was designed using HOMER Pro, an optimal renewable energy system design tool. On grid and off-grid energy systems were compared. The study shows a combination of wind, solar and battery operating with a connection to the grid resulted in environmental and reliability benefits. These studies address the sizing and design of renewable energy systems for off-grid applications but an adaptable methodology and specific conclusions that target off-grid rural areas in Jordan is required. Furthermore, accessibility to paid for programs such as HOMER limits the applicability of the design process in ref. [10]. Finally, a comparison of different energy storage technologies would contribute to a better understanding of possible solutions for prospective investors.

The authors in ref. [11] present analysis of a hybrid off-grid energy system consisting of PV panels and a battery storage system, in the Jordan Valley area. The study investigated the impact of temperature on the performance and efficiency of a PV and battery system. The results show that the temperature variation greatly impacts the efficiency of the PV system. Therefore, temperature impacts need to be considered in the design of PV systems for off-grid applications.

In Jordan, off-grid energy systems, such as tourist camps, remote villages and farms, are suffering from the high cost of conventional generation. The off-grid energy systems are dependent on diesel generators which have high capital, maintenance and fuel costs. This study provides an optimal sizing methodology for off-grid energy systems with storage. The method is verified with a Jordanian case study of two hybrid energy systems that are compared from a technoeconomic perspective. PV arrays with battery or hydrogen energy storage were compared for an off-grid tourist camp in a remote Jordanian area. This study contributes comparisons between battery and hydrogen energy storage systems, considering the size, cost and reliability. The outcomes provide insights into optimal sizing for the combination of PV arrays and energy storage as well as the suitability of the technologies for such an application in a remote location in Jordan.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the operational optimisation method used for optimal sizing and the dynamic event tree (DET) used for the reliability assessment. Section 3 describes the case study input data. Section 4 presents the modelling results and discusses the insights in detail. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study, and suggests future work.

2 | METHODOLOGY

2.1 | Sizing optimisation

This section describes the sizing optimisation, which minimises the annualised cost of energy for a 100% renewable energy system. Given time series input data for the renewable generation and demand, the optimisation determines the renewable generating capacity, storage energy capacity and storage power rating. The methodology is a generalised linear programming problem that can be adapted to fit various demand, generation and storage configurations.

The optimisation objective function accounts for both the annualised capital cost and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. The objective function is shown in Equation (1), with the following decision variable vector:

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} P_{ES}^{X}, E_{ES}^{X}, P_{R}^{X}, P_{ch}^{ES}, P_{dis}^{ES}, E_{ES}^{R}, P_{dis}^{R, cur} \end{bmatrix}$$

where the variables are the energy storage power rating ($P_{ES}^{X}$), the energy storage energy capacity ($E_{ES}^{X}$), the renewable generation power rating ($P_{R}^{X}$), the energy storage charging ($P_{ch}^{ES}$) and discharging power ($P_{dis}^{ES}$), the energy stored in the energy storage system ($E_{ES}^{R}$) and the curtailed power from renewable generation ($P_{dis}^{R, cur}$).

The first term of the objective function accounts for the annualised capital cost of renewable generation and energy storage power rating and energy capacity. The capital cost is annualised using Capital Recovery Factor (CRF), shown in Equation (2). The CRF accounts for asset lifetime and interest rates to give an annualised value for the capital cost [12]. The second term in Equation (1) accounts for the annual operating costs. These include the fixed and variable O&M costs for the renewable generation and energy storage. The optimisation is subject to several constraints. The first is the energy system power balance, shown in Equation (3).

Min $\Pi = \left( CRF^{R} \psi^{R} P^{R} + CRF^{ES} \left( \psi^{ES} P_{ES}^{X} + \psi^{ES} E_{ES}^{X} \right) \right) + \left( O \& M^{R,F} P^{R} + O \& M^{R,V} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (P_{t}^{R}) \right) + O \& M^{ES,F} P_{ES}^{X} + O \& M^{ES,V} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (P_{dis}^{ES})$ (1)
where

$$\text{CRF} = \frac{i(1 + i)^n}{(1 + i)^n + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2) $$

$$\left( P_i^R P^R - P^R_{\text{cut}} \right) + P_{\text{dis}, i}^{\text{ES}} = P_{\text{ch}, i}^{\text{ES}} + P^D_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3) $$

The power balance equation ensures all generated electricity is consumed or curtailed. Where, $P^R_i$ is a normalised renewable generation profile, which is multiplied by the renewable power rating to give power generation in each time step. Renewable generation curtailment is assumed to be possible and is implemented through the power curtailment term. The following equations govern the battery operating limits and energy balance.

$$0 \leq P_{\text{ch}, i}^{\text{ES}} \leq \overline{P}^{\text{ES}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4) $$

$$0 \leq P_{\text{dis}, i}^{\text{ES}} \leq \overline{P}^{\text{ES}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5) $$

$$0 \leq E^{\text{ES}}_i \leq E^{\text{ES}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6) $$

$$E^{\text{ES}}_t = E^{\text{ES,init}}_t |_{t=1} + E^{\text{ES}}_t |_{t=1} \delta_1 + \tau \left( P_{\text{ch}, i}^{\text{ES}, \text{init}} \eta^{\text{ES}, \text{ch}} - P_{\text{dis}, i}^{\text{ES}, \text{dis}} / \eta^{\text{ES}, \text{dis}} \right) - E^{\text{ES,SD}}_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (7) $$

$$E^{\text{ES}}_{t-1} \geq E^{\text{ES,init}}_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (8) $$

Equations (4) and (5) ensure the energy storage charging and discharging powers stay within the inverter power limit. Equation (6) ensures the energy storage system operates within its energy capacity. Equation (7) ensures the continuity of stored energy in every time step. Equation (7) accounts for the initial energy ($E^{\text{ES,init}}_t$) in the first time step ($t = 1$) and the energy thereafter ($t > 1$). Additionally, the charging and discharging powers are multiplying by the time interval ($\tau$) to convert to energy. The final term in Equation (7) accounts for the self-discharge of the battery over time ($E^{\text{ES,SD}}_t$). Finally, Equation (8) ensures the final energy storage state of charge is equal to or greater than the initial state of charge.

The optimisation is a deterministic linear programming problem, rapidly solved (in $< 1$ s), using commercial solvers. In this study, the problem was formulated in GAMS and solved using the GUROBI simplex solver.

### 2.2 System reliability

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is a systematic probabilistic methodology to assess the reliability and safety of complex systems [13, 14]. The event tree and the fault tree are two basic methods used in probabilistic safety assessment.

#### 2.2.1 Fault tree analysis

The fault tree analysis method assesses the impacts of combinations of undesired events in the context of system operation [15]. It is a widely used method for evaluating safety and reliability in system design and operation. Basic events and the top event are integrated by logical gates. The failure probability of the top event ($P_{\text{TE}}$) is given by Equation (9).

$$P_{\text{TE}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_{i}^{\text{MCS}} - \sum_{i<j}^{m} p_{i}^{\text{MCS}} p_{j}^{\text{MCS}} + \sum_{i<j<k}^{m} p_{i}^{\text{MCS}} p_{j}^{\text{MCS}} p_{k}^{\text{MCS}} - \ldots$$

$$+ (-1)^{m-1} p_{\text{MCS}}^{\text{union}} \bigcap_{i=1}^{m} P_{i}^{\text{BE}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9) $$

In Equation (9), $p_{i}^{\text{MCS}}$ is the probability of each minimal cut set, which is the combination of the smallest number of basic events, which, if occur simultaneously, lead to the top event [15]. The simplified equations (Rare Event Approximation method) are used in this work.

$$P_{\text{TE}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_{i}^{\text{MCS}} - p_{i}^{\text{MCS}} \bigcap_{j=1}^{m} p_{j}^{\text{BE}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10) $$

In Equation (10), $p_{i}^{\text{BE}}$ is the failure probability of the basic event; $m$ is the number of basic events in the minimal cut set.

#### 2.2.2 Dynamic event tree

Figure 2 shows the simulation flow diagram for the DET. A DET is an event tree in which branching can occur at different times [16]. It can describe the state evolution of a physical system driven by discrete random events and continuous system behaviours [17]. The DET analysis is performed as follows: (a) define the physical model of a system; (b) define the ‘branching rules’ to determine when a sequence should split, continue or terminate; (c) simulate DET; (d) analyse the resulting tree. The evolution of a DET starts from a predefined initial condition and each produced node can store information of a specific system state.

### 3 Case study definition

The performance of the energy system sizing optimisation was demonstrated through a case study. In addition, the case study provides financial and reliability insights comparing two energy storage technologies: batteries and hydrogen storage. A lithium-ion battery chemistry was used for this study, due to its high efficiency, falling cost and high energy density. The hydrogen energy storage system was constructed with an electrolyser (to convert electricity to hydrogen), a compressor, storage tanks and a fuel cell (to convert hydrogen to electricity). Both the battery and hydrogen storage systems require DC to DC converters to manage charge power, discharge power and voltage.
The power flow diagram for the battery and hydrogen storage systems are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the DC to DC converter after PV generation performs maximum power tracking. The power flow schematics illustrate component design. However, only the power flows are considered in the optimisation, not the individual components.

3.1 | Technical inputs

The off-grid power system was based on a luxury campsite in Jordan, aiming to replace the existing diesel generators with a zero-emission alternative. The campsite is in the Wadi Rum Reserve region of Jordan and has an excellent solar resource.
Therefore, PV panels were chosen as the power generation technology. The normalised PV generation profile is shown in Figure 4a.

The campsite requires electricity for air conditioners, extractor fans, fridge-freezers, lights, kettles etc. The demand for electricity was measured hourly for a single day, daily for a whole month and monthly for a full year. This data was used to produce an hourly demand input profile for the time horizon of a year. The demand profile is shown in Figure 4b.

The power rating and energy capacity of the energy storage systems were variables, chosen by the optimisation. The energy storage charging and discharging efficiencies and self-discharge are shown in Table 1. The battery had a 90% round-trip efficiency [21], which was applied to the charging and discharging process as the square root of the round-trip efficiency (94.87%). The battery experiences self-discharge over time, reducing energy stored in the battery by 0.00206% of total energy capacity per hour. The hydrogen charging and discharging efficiencies were given as typical electrolyser and fuel cell efficiencies.

### 3.2 Economic inputs

The economic inputs for PV and energy storage are shown in Table 2. The PV panels were assumed to have a lifetime of 30 years, giving a CRF of 0.1061. The hydrogen storage was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical characteristics</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charging efficiency (%)</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>72 [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging efficiency (%)</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>60 [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-discharge (%/h)</td>
<td>0.00206</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic costs</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power rating capital cost (£/kW)</td>
<td>524 [22]</td>
<td>520 [23]</td>
<td>3000 [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy capacity capital cost (£/kWh)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5 [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed O&amp;M cost (£/kW/year)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60 [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable O&amp;M cost (£/kWh)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital recovery factor inputs</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime (years)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30 [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount rate (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF (−)</td>
<td>0.1061</td>
<td>0.1627</td>
<td>0.1061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subject to a fixed O&M cost of £60/kW/year. Battery storage systems experience energy capacity degradation from charging and discharging, called cycle aging. The cost of cycle aging was accounted for by applying a variable O&M cost of £0.128/kWh. This assumed 1000 full cycles before the battery reached end-of-life. The battery was assumed to have a 10-year lifetime, giving a CRF of 0.1627. Hydrogen energy storage degradation was neglected but a 30 year lifetime was assumed, giving a CRF of 0.1061.

3.3 | Limited diesel generation case study

During times of low renewable generation, a 100% renewable energy system must have sufficient storage capacity to meet demand requirements. Therefore, 100% renewable energy systems often require oversized energy storage, leading to high capital costs, low storage utilisation and high renewable energy curtailment.

Alternative options are available to mitigate the most extreme cases of low renewable generation. Firstly, demand curtailment can reduce energy demand while renewable generation is low. Therefore, reducing the energy storage capacity required to satisfy demand. In the limited diesel generation case study, a small amount of generation from an existing diesel generator was made available to mitigate low renewable generation.

The following terms were added to the objective function (1). All numerical inputs are real data from the existing diesel generator at the campsite in Jordan.

\[
\sum_{t=1}^{T} rK_D \left( \frac{P_{DG}^t}{\mu_{DG}} \right) + O & M^{DG,F} \tag{11}
\]

The first extra term defines the cost of diesel generation, where the price of diesel \( (K_D = £0.063/kWh) \) is multiplied by the diesel generating power \( (P_{DG}) \) over the diesel generator efficiency \( (\mu_{DG} = 35\%) \). The second extra term is the annual fixed O&M cost \( (O & M^{DG,F} = £1,878.72) \). Two constraints were also added.

\[
P_{DG}^t \leq 105 \text{ kW} \tag{12}
\]

\[
\sum_{t=1}^{T} r(P_{DG}^t) = E^{DG} \tag{13}
\]

The first additional constraint Equation (12) limits the diesel generator power to 105 kW. The second additional constraint Equation (13) limits the annual energy generated by the diesel generator. Where \( E^{DG} \) is a fixed input value that is varied for the case study. The minimum up/down and minimum stable generating characteristics of the diesel generator are neglected.

4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 | Sizing optimisation

4.1.1 | Optimal power and energy

The results for PV and energy storage sizing are shown in Figure 5, for the battery and hydrogen storage scenarios. The power rating was identical for battery and hydrogen storage systems. This is sensible as the storage power rating ensures peak power demand can be met, without costly excess power capacity. The energy capacity for hydrogen storage was significantly higher than for the battery storage. The difference was due to significantly different energy capacity capital costs. The hydrogen storage system resulted in a higher PV power rating. This occurred due to the difference in round-trip efficiencies, which were 90% and 43.2% for the battery and hydrogen systems respectively. The hydrogen scenario’s PV power rating was higher to compensate for higher charging and discharging efficiency losses. Figure 5 provides a generalised result for similar campsite case studies in Jordan. With a known peak demand, outputs for optimal PV power rating and energy storage power rating and energy capacity are given. This result demonstrates the capability of the optimisation model to find the optimal sizing of a 100% renewable energy system for various technologies.

4.1.2 | Annualised cost

The annualise cost of energy was the optimal output value of the optimisation, given by Equation (1). The final annualised cost of energy for the battery and hydrogen energy systems are compared in Figure 6, for a range of peak demands. Figure 6 shows increasing annualised cost with increasing peak demand and a higher annualised cost for battery storage. Although hydrogen has a high capital cost for the electrolyser, the energy...
storage capacity has a very low cost. This result shows the implications of the capital cost structure and highlights the need for accurate cost inputs. Additionally, the annualised cost for battery and hydrogen scenarios are similar overall.

4.1.3 | Generation and demand imbalance

Demand was summed for each 24-h period and subtracted from the sum of PV generation for each 24-h period. The result was the imbalance between PV generation and demand for each day of the time horizon, shown in Figure 7. The results show there was mostly more PV generation than demand in each day. However, occasionally demand was higher than PV generation. This occurred on 9 days for the battery system and 7 days for the hydrogen system (this difference was due to different PV generation capacities). This result demonstrates the need for multiple day energy storage (at least 48 h), to be able to meet demand during times of low PV generation. Supplying demand in this 100% renewable energy system is not only intraday storage but requires multiple day storage.

4.1.4 | Energy system efficiency

Figure 8 presents the battery and hydrogen systems monthly PV energy generation divided in three destinations: curtailment, loss from charging/discharging and utilisation to meet demand. The normalised PV generation input was identical for both technologies. Therefore, their generation profiles over the year were identical. However, the PV capacity chosen by the optimisation was higher for the hydrogen system, leading to higher PV generation in every month.

The first possible destination for PV generation was curtailment. Given by the dark section at the bottom of each bar, Figure 8 shows the battery system has higher PV energy curtailment than the hydrogen system. In fact, approximately 52.5% of PV generation was curtailed in the battery scenario, compared to 31.4% for hydrogen. The second possible
destination for PV generation was charging and discharging losses. Shown by the middle section of each bar in Figure 8, the efficiency of the battery was significantly higher than hydrogen. Combining efficiencies for electrolysis, compression and fuel cell conversion gave a round-trip efficiency of 43.4% for hydrogen storage, leading to high energy losses. Consequently, the overall energy wasted by the hydrogen system was higher than the battery system (given by summing PV curtailment and charge/discharge losses). The overall efficiencies of the battery and hydrogen systems were 44.1% and 36.0% respectively.

The results in Figure 8 demonstrate the difference in energy wasted for the battery and hydrogen energy systems. Although more energy is curtailed in the battery system, higher efficiency losses result in high levels of energy wasted for the hydrogen system. In both cases, over half the PV generation is wasted. This result also justifies the need for a higher capacity of PV generation in the hydrogen system, to compensate for higher losses.

### 4.1.5 | Energy storage state of charge

The battery and hydrogen storage state of charge is shown in Figure 9, from 0 to 1, for the full year time horizon. This result shows the battery storage system going through small charge/discharge cycles for most of the year, regularly using all stored energy and returning to an empty state of charge 407 times. The battery storage system was used for short term storage of PV generation. Whereas the hydrogen storage system maintains some stored energy for many weeks, reaching an empty state of charge 70 times. Therefore, hydrogen storage was used for long term energy storage. This result demonstrates the key practical difference between battery and hydrogen storage operation and highlights the importance of accounting for the batteries self-discharge. While hydrogen can store energy indefinitely, battery storage will lose stored energy over time due to self-discharge, making battery storage suited to short term applications and hydrogen storage suited to longer term applications.

### 4.1.6 | Limited diesel generation

The annualised cost of energy for battery and hydrogen energy systems in shown in Figure 10, for a range of diesel energy generation limits. The solid lines are the results with diesel generation available and the dotted lines are the previous results (for a peak demand of 92.5 kW) with all diesel generators decommissioned.

A key feature of adding any diesel generation is the inclusion of the associated fixed O&M cost. Consequently, the annualised cost of energy increased when diesel generation was made available but not used. This is evident in Figure 10, as both solid lines are higher than their respective dotted lines where maximum diesel generation is 0 MWh.

Introducing some diesel generation to the battery energy system rapidly reduced annualised cost of energy. Moreover, the battery energy system required approximately 0.1 MWh of diesel generation (1 h of diesel generation at rated capacity) to compensate for the fixed O&M cost. On the contrary, diesel generation affected a steady fall in annualised cost of energy for the hydrogen system. Consequently, a higher diesel generation of approximately 4 MWh (40 h of diesel generation at rated capacity) was required to compensate for the fixed O&M cost.

Another key outcome from Figure 10 is a significant change in the annualised cost comparison between the battery and hydrogen systems. In Figure 6, the hydrogen system had the lower annualised cost of energy. Whereas a steady fall for the hydrogen system and a rapid drop for the battery system gave the battery system the lower annualised cost of energy after 0.25 MWh of diesel generation (2.5 h of diesel generation at rated capacity). Furthermore, at 5 MWh of diesel generation

---

**Figure 9** Energy storage system state of charge, between 0 and 1, for the full year time horizon. The battery capacity was 982 kWh and the hydrogen capacity was 3,537 kWh.

**Figure 10** Annualised cost of energy with increasing diesel generation (solid lines) and with no diesel generation available (dotted lines). Results given for a peak demand of 92.5 kW.
(50 h of diesel generation at rated capacity), the battery system was cheaper by £7,100 per year.

The result in Figure 10 demonstrates that the hydrogen system is capable of mitigating low renewable generation without excessive additional costs. Therefore, utilising existing diesel generators to support the hydrogen system is only marginally beneficial. In contrast, guaranteeing demand during low renewable generation with a battery storage system resulted in costly oversizing and low utilisation. Therefore, a very small contribution from a diesel generator is extremely beneficial for the battery system. Unfortunately, diesel generation increases the greenhouse gas emissions of the off-grid energy system. Alternatively, introducing demand curtailment, with an associated cost, would have the same effect, without adding any greenhouse gas emissions.

4.2 Reliability

Fault tree analysis of battery and hydrogen energy systems was carried out for two scenarios.

1. No power supply from the PV panels and the energy storage cannot meet power demand.
2. PV panels fail but storage can supply demand.

The fault trees are shown in Figure 11.

The outputs for the fault tree analysis are the R values shown in Table 3.

From the perspective of system reliability, the battery system is more reliable as the hydrogen energy system has more components which increases the failure probability. However, as we considered the storage capacity of battery system and hydrogen system, the real-time supply reliability of the hydrogen storage system is higher than that of the battery system. This is because the resilience of hydrogen storage system is stronger as the capacity of energy storage is higher. For systems such as the Jordan campsite analysed in this case study, reliability of power supply is highly regarded. With no connection to the grid, or alternative source of power, the reliability is an important part of designing the 100% renewable energy system. These results highlight the differences in reliability of the battery and hydrogen systems and show that not only annualised cost but also the ability for each system to continuously provide sufficient power should be considered before any investment decision is made.

5 CONCLUSION

This study presents an off-grid 100% renewable energy system sizing methodology that determines the power rating of on-site renewable generation as well as the power rating and energy capacity of on-site energy storage. The general methodology allows adaptation for any off-grid energy system with on-site generation, demand and energy storage. The optimisation minimises annualised cost of energy using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>0.00050349825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>0.00050349825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3 R values as outputs from fault tree analysis.
capital cost of each technology and the operation and maintenance costs. The methodology was applied to a case study of a campsite in Jordan, with existing diesel generators. A 100% renewable energy system was analysed from economic and environmental perspectives. The reliability of the renewable energy system design was also considered due to its high priority for off-grid systems that cannot rely on electricity from a central power grid. The methodology was applied to two energy storage technologies: battery and hydrogen. In an alternative case study, limited diesel generation was made available to support occasional low renewable generation.

The results show the methodology is suitable for finding the optimal renewable generation and energy storage sizes. For a 100% renewable energy system, hydrogen storage had a lower annualised cost of energy with £49,873/year, compared to battery storage with £52,614/year. On some days, total energy demand was greater than total PV generation. Therefore, storage capacity was required for multiple days, leading to oversizing and low utilisation of the battery. The result was excessive battery capital costs, necessary to meet existing demand. Including diesel generation rapidly reduced the annualised cost of energy, where 5 MWh of diesel generation reduced the cost by £10,548/year or 20%, making the battery system more economical than the hydrogen system. The results show that a small amount of diesel generation is very beneficial for the battery system but introduces greenhouse gas emissions. However, where demand curtailment is used instead of diesel generation, these emissions can be avoided. Finally, analysis showed that the battery system is more reliable, as the hydrogen system has more components. However, the large capacity of hydrogen makes the real-time reliability higher than the battery system.

Although some diesel generation was considered in this study, the operating limitations were neglected. Considering these may provide insights into the capability of diesel generators playing such a small role in generation. Additionally, replacing diesel generation with demand curtailment offers a zero carbon alternative. Future work could investigate the campsite demands, quantify opportunities for demand curtailment and allocate a price. Alternatively, research could quantify the diesel generation emissions and compare this with the reduction of embedded emissions caused by smaller PV and energy storage. Finally, this work assumes a connection to grid is not possible. Future work could consider the cost of building infrastructure necessary to connect the campsite to a central electricity grid.
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